IDP

Recommender System on Big Data

We develop the next generation B2B data platform where companies find validated business and contact data. Our data pipeline generates combined, validated data sets from unvalidated raw data points. Now the goal is to learn on this data and make smart suggestions and recommendations out of +27 mio different tags. Your project work will directly affect our search algorithm.

Our pre-seed startup is running since October 2020. With 5 developers we built a unique data collection and combination system. Join our mission to provide SMEs with the best data!

Your Challenge

• Analyse & clean data attributes.
• Classify, group similar data attributes.
• Find synonyms across attributes.
• Test recommendation approaches.
• Optimise for performance.

Your Skills

• Pursue a degree in Informatics, Data Science, Software Engineering, Mathematics, AI
• Have experience with big data, recommender systems
• You are somewhat familiar with APIs, CSV, JSON, Python or R, SQL, NLP, ML, AI

Apply Now → https://forms.gle/BRr726jxneXRfdyP6

Otto Lang
Co-Founder

Otto.lang@tendex.net
Linkedin.com/in/otto-lang
0176 914 27361